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• Undergrad and Grad Chemical Engineering implemented three times,
• Reinforce concepts from transport, unit
operations, and plant design – at the microscale,

Learning Activities and Materials

Execution

• Uses example microdevices pulled by the
students from the scientific literature,

Projects were broken down into milestone progress
reports due every two weeks [4].

• Applicability in commercialization.

• Agreement of Cooperation: Goals and guidelines of
group participation,

What has not worked:
• Assumption about existing student skills,
• Less frequent due dates or ungraded milestones,
• Leaving team management alone.

Contextualized semester-long class project
culminating in an archival journal article
• Increase depth of knowledge,
• Contextualize within a broader field,
• Strategically develop information gathering,
filtering, organization, and synthesis skills,
• Demonstrate assertions/observations instead of
merely stating them.
Microdevice
technology
literature

synthesize

Own novel
concept
development
project

• Premise: engagement in critical thinking of
independently secured information increases
excitement and likelihood of life-long learning

• Report 1: Introductory description of proposed, novel
analytical microtechnology,
• Report 2: Literature review on proposed analytical
microtechnology (> 15 references),
• Report 3: Prototype drawing and accompanying
description,
• Report 4: Figures, Tables & detailed captions for entire
article,
• Presentation of project to date,
• Report 5: Final device design and operation, data to
validate novel idea,
• Complete Report Due: first manuscript draft,
• Final Report: Archival journal article format and tone,
• Final Project Presentations.

What has been more effective:
• Provide guidelines written for students who have
never before surveyed the literature, developed
an original solution/idea, nor written a research
manuscript,
• Regular in-class discussions of concepts,
• Regular oral and written guidance in response to
biweekly reports and presentations,
• Just-in-time lectures, help sessions, and one-onone discussions on immediately relevant topics.
Student project quality increased with very detailed
expectations, structured instructor feedback, and
expectations of final project outcomes.
Project Process:

• Demonstrate assertions/facts/observations
instead of merely stating them,
• Discern and communicate to readers existing
knowledge distinct from newly generated
results or suppositions,
• Self-consistency,
• Present complex concepts in a clear visual
fashion and verbal fashion to readers of the
manuscript.
Remains to be learned:
• Course scalability and sustainability,
• Resources to move concepts from virtual to
reality (i.e. prototype),
• Efficiency in reading/editing reports,
• More time efficient way to teach basic numerical
modeling
• Critical thinking about key dependencies and
fundamental physics,

• Team with qualified engineering educator
researcher and assessor,
• Class size is too small to collect meaningful data.

More depth than problem-, project-based learning:
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• Concerted effort to strategically develop
information gathering, filtering, organization, and
synthesis skills in students [2],

Major Issues to Resolve

• Intended to foster creative thinking in futuristic
research,
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• Connect concepts into sequential logical steps,

Challenges to submit a viable proposal to NSF:

3) Collaboration with Giselle Thibaudeau, MS State to
describe concept development projects [1].
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• There are a series of skills that not all student
possess, but can learn:

• Sought funding for a Jigsaw REU program aimed
at increasing retention.

2) Saw excitement in Research Experiences for
Undergraduates (REUs) – much less in courses.

• Wanted to increase likelihood of engaging in lifelong learning in an industrial or academic setting.

• Classrooms can be as exciting as undergraduate
research

Spinoffs:

1) Strive to help students make connections between
material

• Content is student-driven, dynamic, in response
to technologies students pull into their projects,

What I have learned:

• Higher success on student publications [5].

Developmental History of Innovation

• Evolved to include independent reading,
discussion, and on-demand mini-lectures [3],

Discussion

Question
Classes were thought provoking
Course organization helped me to learn
Encouraged to seek additional help
Explained importance of what learning
Welcomes student questions
Made connections between new & previous
material
Enthusiastic about teaching the subject
Used class time effectively
Provided timely feedback
More interested in the subject than before
Take another course from this instructor
Consider instructor an excellent teacher

Score (5 pt)
4.40 ± 0.66
3.80 ± 0.60
4.50 ± 0.81
4.20 ± 0.60
5.00 ± 0
4.20 ± 0.60

Would like to develop the skills, knowledge and
tools to:

4.90 ± 0.30
3.90 ± 0.54
4.40 ± 0.66
4.50 ± 0.67
4.60 ± 0.66
4.70 ± 0.64

b) Communicate this immersive project-based
learning approach to other engineering educators

a) Assess individual mastery of skills vs. knowledge
i. How to structure surveys, interviews, and
course studies to collect meaningful data
ii. Demonstrate (or measure how to improve) the
merits of this approach

c) Resources and approaches to move from virtual
concepts to reality
d) Expand commercialize-ability assessment
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